Finish Thompson Chemical
Pumps Offer Heavy-Duty Solution
for Disinfection System Manufacturer
“DB Series pumps offer better chemical compatibility than stainless steel, with no
regular maintenance, no leakage, and a lower cost. The result? Users see no loss in
production, no unnecessary downtime, and no unscheduled maintenance costs.”
Producing equipment for disinfecting and decontaminating
food manufacturing environments is a challenging task.
The harsh chemicals used by these systems require
careful administration, with safety always in mind. One
manufacturer of these systems realized they needed better
pumps to incorporate with their products. They turned to
Finish Thompson.
“Handling 2,000 ppm of chlorine is not simple with
metallic pumps,” reports the sales director for a Finish
Thompson distributor based in Europe. “Finish Thompson’s
PVDF pump construction provides a robust, corrosionresistant solution.”
Steve Soroko, Finish Thompson Regional Manager, notes,
“The customer was using flexible impeller pumps for this
application, and the impeller and seal would fail regularly.
This increased end-user downtime and maintenance costs,
and created production losses as well.”

Finish Thompson’s DB4V pumps solved each of these problems,
serving as a better component for the disinfecting systems
and increasing end-customer satisfaction. Soroko adds,
“The DB Series offers better chemical compatibility than
stainless steel, with no regular maintenance, no leakage,
and a lower cost. The results? Users see no loss in
production, no unnecessary downtime, and no unscheduled
maintenance costs.”

DB Series Sealless
Centrifugal Pumps
DB Series magnetic drive
pumps are engineered for performance. DB Series
pumps offer the best efficiency of any pump in their
class and are available in polypropylene or PVDF
corrosion-resistant construction.
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Added Benefits
Most food manufacturers don’t have unlimited workspace at
their disposal. In fact, for many, a primary goal is to minimize
their footprint. This requires the use of space-saving
equipment. It involves finding solutions that will work in
environments with limited square footage and access.
For bleach system manufacturers who are seeking to
maintain a smaller footprint, Finish Thompson’s complete
line of pumps includes models for limited-space solutions.
The distributor notes, “Finish Thompson’s compact units
reduced the workspace requirement, further making their
pumps ideal for this application.”
As with their workspace, food manufacturers also work
with limited budgets. Equipment that offers longevity
and minimal maintenance is ideal. “The DB pumps from
Finish Thompson provided an economical solution for
this application compared to competing pumps,” reports
Downing. “They are utilizing high-quality products at a
reasonable price,” adds Soroko.

Finish Thompson Inc. designs and manufactures pumps for the
safe transfer of a wide variety of corrosive fluids. Products include
sealless mag-drive centrifugal pumps with run-dry capability,
mechanically sealed pumps, drum/barrel pumps, vertical mag-drive
pumps, multi-stage pumps and the FTI Air line of air operated
double diaphragm (AODD) pumps.

Due to the multiple processes involved with disinfectant
production, disinfectant system manufacturers also need a
variety of solutions for their products. Fortunately, Finish
Thompson’s comprehensive line of pumps offers solutions
for a full range of applications. The distributor notes, “We
have subsequently sold additional Finish Thompson units to
this customer, including self-priming pumps, to successfully
meet the diverse needs of their systems.”

Sealless SP Series
Self-Priming Pumps
SP Series pumps combine
deep-lift capabilities and lightning-fast priming
with the advantage of mag-drive technology.
Corrosion-resistance materials allow these pumps
to handle the most difficult applications, with no
seal replacement, no leaks, and the capability to
run dry without damage.
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